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COMPANY

TIM KEY
Yvan
Theatre: Tree (The Old Vic); Party (Arts Theatre).  
Film: Alpha Papa, The Double. TV: Midmorning Matters, 
Peep Show, Foreign Bodies. Radio: Tim Key’s Late 
Night Poetry Programme. Tim has also written and 
performed in the sketch show Cowards for BBC TV and 
Radio. He won the Edinburgh Comedy Award 2009 for 
his weird and wonderful poetry/stand-up fusion and has 
since published three books of his work. Tim regularly 
performs his terse poems on the comedy circuit, and is 
currently developing new poetry to be performed in 
London and beyond.

PAUL RITTER
Marc
Theatre: The Norman Conquests (The Old Vic/
Broadway); The Audience (West End); The Curious 
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, The Hothouse, 
Coram Boy (National Theatre). Film: Their Finest, 
Inferno, The Limehouse Golem, Suite Francaise, 
Complicit, The Eagle, The Other Man, Quantam of 
Solace, Nowhere Boy, The Nine Lives of Tomas Katz, 
The Libertine, Love You More. TV: Friday Night Dinner, 
We’re Doomed! The Dad’s Army Story, Mapp & Lucia,  
The Game, The Bletchley Circle, Great Expectations, 
Pulling, No Offence.
 
RUFUS SEWELL 
Serge
Theatre: Closer (Donmar); Old Times (West End);  
Rock n’ Roll (Royal Court/West End/Broadway – Olivier, 
London Critics’ Circle and Evening Standard Awards  
for Best Actor); Luther (National Theatre); Macbeth 
(West End); Translations (New York – Theatre World 
Award for Outstanding Broadway Debut); Arcadia 
(National Theatre); Making It Better (Hampstead Theatre/
West End); Rat in the Skull (Royal Court/West End). 
Film: Gods of Egypt, Hercules, The Sea, Abraham 
Lincoln Vampire Hunter, The Holiday, Amazing Grace, 
The Illusionist, A Knight’s Tale, Illuminata, Dark City, 
Dangerous Beauty, The Woodlanders, Carrington,  
A Man of No Importance, Cold Comfort Farm.  
TV: Victoria, The Man in the High Castle, Killing  
Jesus, Restless, Parade’s End, Zen.

DANIEL COPELAND
Understudy Yvan
Theatre: The Hobbit (West End); Invincible (Orange 
Tree/St James); The Rime of the Ancient Mariner,  
Holy Mackerel! (Shanty Theatre); The Jungle Book 
(West Yorkshire Playhouse); The Railway Children,  
The Caretaker (Nottingham Playhouse); A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream (Theatre Royal Northampton); The BFG 
(Derby Theatre); Get Carter, The Third Man (Red Shift); 
Bentwater Roads (Eastern Angles); The Odyssey, 
Metamorphosis, The Crock of Gold (London Bubble); 
Peter Pan (Polka Theatre). TV: Walter, Casualty,  
The Day Britain Stopped, Six Experiments That  
Changed the World.

GARY MACKAY
Understudy Marc/Serge
Theatre: Let the Right One In (National Theatre of 
Scotland: West End/New York); The 39 Steps (UK tour); 
The Madness of George III (West End/UK tour);  
The Signal Man (Theatre Royal Bury St Edmunds);  
Little Otik (National Theatre of Scotland: UK tour);  
Retreat (Edinburgh Festival/New End Theatre 
Hampstead); When Five Years Pass, The Highway 
Crossing (Arcola); Lark Rise to Candleford (Finborough); 
Julius Caesar (Barbican); Twelfth Night (Broadway);  
Run for Your Wife (Vienna English Theatre). TV: Derren 
Brown’s Twisted Tales, EastEnders, Emmerdale, Lip 
Service, Hollyoaks, The Inspector Lynley Mysteries,  
Half Moon Investigations, Francis.
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CREATIVE TEAM

YASMINA REZA
Writer 
Yasmina is an award-winning French playwright and 
novelist. Her plays have been produced worldwide  
and translated into many languages. They include 
Conversations After a Burial, The Passage of Winter,  
The Unexpected Man, Life x 3, A Spanish Play, God of 
Carnage, How You Talk the Game and Bella Figura. 
Novels include Babylone (Prix Renaudot 2016), 
Hammerklavier, Desolation, Adam Haberberg, Nulle Part, 
Dawn Dusk or Night and Happy Are the Happy. Yasmina 
wrote the screenplay for Le Pique-Nique de Lulu Kreutz 
and directed the film, Chicas, from her play, A Spanish 
Play. She has won an Olivier and two Tony Awards.

CHRISTOPHER HAMPTON
Translator
Christopher’s plays, musicals and translations have 
garnered many awards including three Oliviers and four 
Tonys. Prizes for screenplays include an Oscar and two 
BAFTAs. Plays include Appomattox, The Talking Cure, 
Tales from Hollywood, The Philanthropist, Total Eclipse; 
adaptations from novels Youth Without God (Horváth), 
Embers (Márai), Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Laclos); 
plus translations of plays by Chekhov, Ibsen, Molière, 
Horváth, Yasmina Reza and Florian Zeller. He’s written 
librettos for three Philip Glass operas and co-written 
musicals including Sunset Boulevard. Screenplays 
include Dangerous Liaisons, Atonement, A Dangerous 
Method, Carrington, The Secret Agent and Imagining 
Argentina, the last three of which he also directed.

MATTHEW WARCHUS
Director 
Theatre: Groundhog Day, The Caretaker, The Master 
Builder, Future Conditional, Speed-the-Plow (The Old 
Vic); Matilda the Musical (RSC/West End/Broadway – 
seven Olivier Awards, including Best Director and Best 
New Musical, and four Tony Awards); Ghost The Musical, 
La Bête (West End/Broadway); Deathtrap (West End); 
The Norman Conquests (The Old Vic/Broadway – Tony 
Award for Best Revival of a Play); God of Carnage (West 
End/Broadway – Tony Award for Best Play and Best 
Direction of a Play); Boeing-Boeing (West End/
Broadway/UK tour – Tony Award for Best Revival of a 
Play); The Lord of the Rings (also co-writer, Toronto/West 
End); Buried Child (National Theatre); Endgame (West 
End); Our House (West End – Olivier Award for Best 
Musical); Follies (Broadway); Life x 3 (National Theatre/

The Old Vic/Broadway); True West (Donmar/Broadway); 
The Unexpected Man (RSC/West End/Broadway); ‘Art’ 
(Broadway/West End/Los Angeles – Olivier and Tony 
Awards for Best Play); Hamlet, Henry V (RSC); Volpone 
(National Theatre – Evening Standard Award for Best 
Director); Much Ado About Nothing (West End); Betrayal, 
Death of a Salesman, The Plough and the Stars,  
Fiddler on the Roof, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf  
(West Yorkshire Playhouse). Opera: Falstaff, Così Fan 
Tutte (ENO); The Rake’s Progress (ROH/WNO). Film:  
Pride (BIFA Best British Independent Film), Simpatico.  
Matthew was an Associate Director at the West Yorkshire 
Playhouse and Artistic Associate at The Old Vic before 
being appointed Artistic Director of the theatre in 2014. 

MARK THOMPSON
Designer 
Theatre: Electra (The Old Vic); Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory, ‘Art’, God of Carnage, Mamma Mia!, 
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat, 
Bombay Dreams (West End/Broadway); Three Days  
in the Country, London Assurance, She Stoops to 
Conquer, England People Very Nice, What the Butler 
Saw, The Madness of George III, The Wind in the 
Willows (National Theatre); One Man Two Guvnors 
(National Theatre/Broadway); Welcome Home Captain 
Fox!, Company, Insignificance, The Front Page 
(Donmar); The Blue Room (Donmar/Broadway);  
A Raisin in the Sun (Broadway); The Taming of the 
Shrew (Delacourte NY). Mark has won five Olivier  
and two Critics’ Circle Awards.

HUGH VANSTONE
Lighting
Hugh has designed the lighting for nearly 200 
productions and worked for most of the UK’s national 
companies and extensively on Broadway. He has 
received many awards for his work including three  
Olivier Awards, a Tony and a Molière. Theatre: No’s 
Knife, Groundhog Day, The Caretaker, The Master 
Builder, Future Conditional (The Old Vic); Dreamgirls 
(West End); The Red Lion (National Theatre); Welcome 
Home Captain Fox!, Closer (Donmar); Matilda the 
Musical (RSC/international); Shrek the Musical (New 
York/West End/UK tour); Ghost the Musical (West End/
international); An Act of God (New York/tour); Strictly 
Ballroom (Leeds/Toronto/Australian tour); Tanz Der 
Vampire (Germany/Russia/Austria); Don Quixote  
(Royal Ballet).
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MIC POOL
Sound
Theatre: No’s Knife, Fortune’s Fool (The Old Vic);  
The King’s Speech, The Postman Always Rings Twice, 
Brand, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, The Unexpected Man 
(West End); The 39 Steps (West End/Broadway – Tony 
Award Best Sound); The Captain of Kopenick (National 
Theatre); The Seagull, Victoria, Beauty and the Beast, 
Roundhouse Season of Late Shakespeare Plays 
(RSC); Deny, Deny, Deny (Park Theatre); Beryl, Cat  
on a Hot Tin Roof, Peter Pan, Life is a Dream – TMA 
Award (West Yorkshire Playhouse); Touched, Faith 
Healer, Restoration (Royal Court); You Never Can  
Tell, The Ice Chimney, Summer with Monika (Lyric 
Hammersmith); Shockheaded Peter (West End/world 
tour); Rambert (international tours).

GARY YERSHON
Music
Theatre: The Caretaker, The Master Builder, The Norman 
Conquests (The Old Vic); ‘Art’, The Unexpected Man, 
Life x 3, The God of Carnage, The Play What I Wrote 
(West End/Broadway); Edward II, Grief (National 
Theatre); Arabian Nights (RSC); The Low Road (Royal 
Court); Julius Caesar (Donmar). Film: Mr Turner, Another 
Year, Happy-Go-Lucky, Running Jump. TV: Trial and 
Retribution, Skin Deep, James the Cat, Ebb and Flo. 
Radio: Three Men in a Boat, The Odyssey, Autumn 
Journal. Gary is an Associate Artist of the Royal 
Shakespeare Company.

 

SARAH BIRD CDG
Casting
Theatre: Fortune’s Fool, Sweet Bird of Youth, Hedda 
Gabler, Cause Célèbre (The Old Vic); The Dresser,  
The Girls Musical, Perfect Nonsense, Elf the Musical, 
The Ladykillers, The Bodyguard, Brief Encounter, 
Calendar Girls, God of Carnage, Heroes, The Play What 
I Wrote, ‘Art’ (West End); Good Canary (Rose Kingston); 
The Beauty Queen of Leenane (Young Vic); Me and My 
Girl (Sheffield Crucible); Mrs Klein (Almeida); Uncle 
Vanya (West Yorkshire Playhouse). Film: Stormbreaker, 
Ladies in Lavender, Wilde, As You Like It, A Bunch of 
Amateurs, Morris: A Life With Bells On. TV: Hustle, 
Crash, Madame Bovary, Hetty Wainthropp Investigates.

ELLIE JONES
Associate Director
Theatre: Invincible (West End/Orange Tree);  
The New World Order (Barbican Bite/Brighton 
Festival); Macbeth (RSC); Elephant Man (UK tour); 
How to Disappear Completely and Never be Found 
(Sheffield Theatres/Southwark Playhouse); The  
BFG (Derby Theatre); Once Were Mothers, Strange 
Orchestra (Orange Tree); A Christmas Carol, Tanzi 
Libre (Southwark Playhouse); The Importance of Being 
Earnest, The Tempest, Romeo and Juliet (New Wolsey 
Ipswich); Erpingham Camp (Brighton Festival); Daisy 
Pulls it Off (Sherman Theatre Cardiff); Miss Interpreted, 
Fight Like a Girl (Youth Music Theatre UK). Film: 
Vanishing Point. Ellie was Artistic Director of Southwark 
Playhouse 2007–10 and Associate Director of 
Sheffield Theatres 2005–07.

Rufus Sewell
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SYNOPSIS OF ‘ART’

‘Art’ centres around three friends, Marc, Serge and Yvan, and charts the apparent deterioration of their 
friendship. At the beginning of the play, we learn from Marc that Serge has brought a new painting – a piece 
of modern art – which appears to be a purely white canvas. He has spent a lot of money on it.

Marc has been round to see the painting and, after some questioning of Serge about its price and the status 
of the artist, bluntly dismisses it, challenging Serge about why he has paid good money for such a thing. Marc 
appears to think Serge must be joking and cannot understand why his friend is not also laughing. A brief 
argument ensues, sandwiched between two short monologues in which Serge expresses negative feelings 
about Marc and Marc’s inability to understand his purchase.

Marc decides to visit their mutual friend, Yvan, to discuss the matter with him. He starts to tell Yvan about the 
painting, but Yvan interrupts with questions about the painting and the artist, making the conversation strained 
and tense. Marc tells Yvan that the thing that disturbs him most is that Serge seemed unable to laugh about 
it. Yvan is much less bothered by Serge’s purchase than Marc, and assures Marc that he, Yvan, will be able to 
make Serge laugh about it. 

Yvan goes to see Serge. The painting is not on display, and Yvan does not bring it up. Instead, the 
conversation turns first to Marc, with Serge asking Yvan if he’s seen him recently. Yvan lies and tells him he 
hasn’t seen Marc recently and they briefly discuss their friend. Serge jokes that he has no money to go out, 
that he is ‘ruined’, and goes to get the painting to show Yvan.

Yvan looks at the painting carefully, while Serge watches Yvan. Yvan does not start laughing, as predicted by 
Marc, but instead seems very interested in the painting and supportive of Serge’s purchase, asking him how 
much it cost and commenting that this is ‘very reasonable’. Suddenly, Serge starts laughing, and Yvan joins 
him. This leads to Serge recounting Marc’s reaction to the painting and denouncing Marc’s character. He tells 
Yvan that he blames Marc most for his insensitivity, describing him as having ‘atrophied’ – in other words, 
wasted away or decayed.

Yvan visits Marc and tells him about his visit to Serge and, specifically, that they had ‘had a laugh’ together. 
Marc challenges Yvan’s account, questioning how, when and why Serge started laughing. Yvan defends the 
painting, telling Marc that although he didn’t like the painting, he didn’t hate it; and that he felt it had  
‘resonance’. Marc is flabbergasted.

Marc goes round to Serge’s again: the three friends have arranged to see a film and go for dinner. Marc 
arrives first, and, while they are waiting for Yvan (who is late) Serge tells Marc that Yvan had liked the painting. 
Marc asks to look at it again. Although he clearly still dislikes the painting, he apologies to Serge and there 
seems to be a brief moment of understanding between the two men. Serge tells Marc that he has lost his 
sense of humour, and that Yvan agrees with him on this. The conversation turns back to the painting and 
where Serge is going to put it and whether or not he will frame it, interspersed with discussion of what film 
they might see and where they might have dinner. Serge expresses increasing annoyance at Yvan’s lateness. 
In separate monologues, Marc and Serge express their irritation with each other.

Yvan arrives and launches immediately into a lengthy speech about his impending wedding and the difficulties 
he is having with various family members’ demands about the wedding invitation. Marc and Serge continue 
taking digs at one another, distressing Yvan even more. Marc and Serge turn on him, and end up telling him 
that his fiancee, Catherine, is ‘hysterical’ and that he should cancel his wedding.

Yvan changes the subject, back to Serge’s painting, asking where he is going to put it, and the tension rises 
as Marc challenges Yvan’s opinion of Serge’s purchase, accusing him of being an ‘amoeba’, but the argument 
quickly develops into more rowing between Serge and Marc. 
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Yvan walks out, but returns to try and help the situation. He tells his friends that he has discussed them with 
his therapist and reads out something the therapist has said to help explain the situation. This is met with 
scorn by Marc and Serge and the arguments continue. 

Serge takes the painting back into the next room. His argument with Marc continues to build, and Serge starts 
insulting Marc’s partner, Paula, suggesting that he finds her ‘worse than repellent’. Marc launches himself 
at Serge, Yvan tries to intervene and ends up getting punched himself. While Yvan worries about his injury, 
Serge and Marc continue to lay into each other.

Marc tells Yvan he will have to choose which of them he will remain friends with and, again, he and Serge  
start to pick on Yvan, accusing him of ruining their evening by turning up so late. Time passes. They eat some 
olives as they continue rowing. Finally, Yvan denounces the painting, erupting into uncontrollable laughter,  
and accusing Serge of being insane. Marc starts laughing too. 

Serge leaves the room and returns with his painting. He asks Yvan for a felt-tip pen, and, offering it to Marc, 
tells him to draw on the painting. Marc draws along one of the diagonal lines in the painting, then adds a little 
skier with a woolly hat. Serge suggests they go out to eat.

The last section of the play takes place at Serge’s some time later, after Yvan’s wedding, and consists of three 
monologues, one by each character. Marc and Serge have managed to clean the painting so that the felt-
tip drawing is not visible. We learn from Yvan that Serge’s invitation to Marc to draw on the painting was an 
attempt to prove that his friendship was more important than the painting; and that he and Marc have agreed 
to try and rebuild their friendship. However, we learn from Serge that he knew that the felt-tip was washable, 
though he has lied to Marc about this. The play finishes with Marc reflecting on the painting.

Left to right: 

Tim Key, Rufus Sewell, Paul Ritter
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1   Quoted on http://www.schaubuehne.de/en/productions/bella-figura.html
2   David Ives, quoted in ‘Yasmina Reza: “Please stop laughing at me”’, by Agnes Poirier, The Independent, March 16th 2008,  

http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/theatre-dance/features/yasmina-reza-please-stop-laughing-at-me-795570.html

FORM AND STYLE

‘Art’ is such an interesting play partly because of its style, the way Yasmina Reza has chosen to explore her 
subject-matter. As you can see from the synopsis of the play, its action, on the surface, is quite minimal: at first 
glance it may appear to be just two or three men standing around talking. Many of the more obvious events – 
Serge buying the painting, Yvan’s wedding, Yvan’s arguments with his family, Serge and Marc’s reconciliation 
at the end – are reported to us rather than actually seen onstage. Much of the plot seems to turn on shifts 
in conversation, lines of attack, mood and emotions rather than obviously big external ‘events’. At times, the 
dialogue even seems to circle back on itself, and there are numerous echoes and repetitions of lines and words.

Of course, this lack of external action is completely deliberate, and these shifts in conversation and mood  
are, of course, where the real action and interest are. There are a lot of brilliant plays with clear narratives, 
packed with big events and their fallout; but, arguably, there is also a place for much ‘quieter’ dramas like  
‘Art’. After all, in real life, events do not always unfold as dramatically and intensely – or as neatly and logically 
– as in a play; and our big dramas are often filtered through seemingly mundane, everyday conversations. 
Reza herself said ‘I have never told stories in my plays… Unless you consider the faltering, heaving fabric of  
life itself to be a story’1. In other words, she is much more interested in the mess of emotions an event might 
spark – and the illogical, uneven and unpredictable way these emotions might emerge – than the event itself.

This kind of play is exciting for an actor because it offers great scope for a nuanced and detailed 
performance. David Ives, who has translated Reza’s plays in America, believes that this is one of the reasons 
for the success of Reza’s writing, going as far as to say that, ‘half the reason her plays get done is because 
actors want to do them. Her plays are so chewy for actors. I think that colleges want to get their fingers into 
them because it’s the kind of intellectual card game that students like to do. There’s a crackling surface there 
for a performer.’2  

Left to right:

Tim Key, Paul Ritter
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EXERCISE

One way to explore the action that lies beneath the words in ‘Art’ is to think about what the characters are 
actively doing with their words. Once we do this, the text starts to come to life. 

With this in mind, choose a short extract from the text, between two of the characters. For each of your 
lines, find a verb, or ‘doing word’, that expresses what you think the line is doing (for example, challenge, 
beg, threaten). Write your verb next to the line expressing it as, for example, ‘I challenge you’. This is called 
actioning, and it’s a technique used by some actors and directors to uncover the text. This particular exercise 
was created by the director Mike Alfreds3. It sounds quite a simple idea but can make a massive impact.

Next, try finding a way to physicalise the actions you have chosen. This does not have to be realistic – in fact, 
the bigger you make them the better. Work in pairs, and, instead of saying the words from the text, just say 
your actions (eg ‘I threaten you’) whilst physicalising the action. This may feel a bit odd to begin with, but have 
a go. What happens?

Next, try the scene again with the actual lines, trying to keep the sense of the action behind it. How does it 
affect your acting?

Write down the main plot points of a well-known play with lots of action, such as Romeo and Juliet, and the 
main plot points for ‘Art’ and compare. What do you notice? Why do you think this is? If you have seen a 
performance of ‘Art’, where did you think the action stemmed from?

Create a 5 minute version of ‘Art’, a one-minute version and a five-second version. What are the main events 
or plot points? What do you notice about the action of the play?

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

Why do you think this play is so popular with actors?  
Do you agree that the roles are ‘chewy’, and what do you think is meant by this?

3   Mike Alfreds ideas are based on Stanislavsky’s principles of acting. His book, Different Every Night, published by Nick Hern, sets out these ideas in the form of a 
handbook for actors
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PROVOCATION

The play is built around an idea or ‘provocation’ – that of Serge buying the painting – that sparks off 
complex thoughts, feelings and behaviours and goes to the heart of issues such as friendship, argument, 
agreement, and even the meaning of existence.

Matthew Warchus, the director of ‘Art’, talks of how ‘all Yasmina’s plays have a simple provocation of some 
kind, and relatable, average people dealing with that provocation4’. In the case of ‘Art’, that ‘provocation’ is 
Serge’s purchase of the painting. Through this seemingly simple act, and the response it provokes in Marc 
and, in turn, Yvan, many different issues and emotions are filtered.

In this way, the painting becomes symbolic. In an interview with The Times, Matthew Warchus and the 
cast are asked whether the play could ‘be about a different thing: does it have to be art?’, suggesting that 
it is not necessarily the painting itself which is important but what it stands for for the three men. Matthew 
Warchus suggested that ‘as long as it [the object brought by Serge] has a degree of pretension about 
it and provokes an identity crisis…which I suppose is connected with ageing as well5’. Matthew’s words 
highlight the mechanics of the play, the way the writer Yasmina Reza has successfully managed to explore 
big ideas through a simple device; and also give us an insight into some of the issues the play is exploring.

Marc appears to be personally affronted by Serge’s purchase. It is not as simple as him disliking the 
painting. It is so wildly different from anything Marc himself would like, let alone buy, that it seems to him 
that Serge is insulting Marc’s very character. In a monologue Marc tells the audience that he has had 
to take ‘three capsules of Gelsemium 9X’, a homeopathic relief for anxiety, because, he says, Serge’s 
purchase has ‘unsettled me, it’s filled me with some indefinable unease’. Whether we agree with Marc’s 
reaction or not, it is clear from these words, spoken out of Serge’s earshot, that Marc is genuinely upset. 
From Serge’s point of view, similarly, it is not simply that Marc doesn’t like the painting; it is the nature of his 
reaction that Serge objects to. It is not difficult to see, just from the first few moments of the play, how the 
painting has provoked a crisis for these men and their friendship.

EXERCISE

Everyone in the class should write down an idea for a simple provocation on a piece of paper. Fold each piece 
of paper so no one can see what’s written on it and put into a container. Each person then picks a piece of 
paper and provocation at random.

Some examples to start you off: your Dad buys the wrong cereal; a friend comes to school with a drastically 
different hairstyle; a friend comes to school with the same new trainers you have just brought. 

Write a short scene sparked by the provocation you have picked.

Or, in small groups, pick one provocation and improvise a scene around it.

See/read scenes. Discuss. What kind of tensions and emotions arise? Is it dramatically interesting?  
How could you develop this?

4   Interview by Stephen Armstrong in Sunday Times ‘Culture’, November 27th 2016
5   Interview by Stephen Armstrong in The Times ‘Culture’, November 27th 2016
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EXERCISE

In pairs, have a go at the opening scene of the play, from just after Marc’s first monologue (‘at Serge’s’) up to 
‘obviously’ at the end of Marc’s second monologue (pages 1–5 in the Faber edition). Concentrate on playing 
the dialogue between the two men as realistically as possible, then breaking away to speak the monologues.

Watch some examples of this pair work as a class and discuss. What did it feel like as actors switching from 
dialogue to a monologue? What was the effect on the audience? Why do you think Yasmina Reza has used 
this device?

Write the scene in the restaurant between Serge, Marc and Yvan that Yvan describes in his monologue at the 
end of the play. In small groups, choose a version and try acting it out. Why do you think the playwright chose 
not to do this?

MONOLOGUES

Most plays (though not all) are made up of dialogue – two or more people talking to each other. In ‘Art’ the 
dialogue is interspersed with monologues (a speech by one person), spoken by the individual characters to 
the audience (although Yvan has one lengthy monologue which is actually ostensibly directed at Serge and 
Marc). You might be most familiar with the idea of monologues – or soliloquies – in Shakespeare’s plays, 
where it is a common convention used to reveal a character’s thoughts or move the story on. 

Arguably, when a character speaks directly to the audience, it alters our sense of what we are watching, 
drawing attention to the fact that it is a play and not real life. This can be a very powerful tool. Of course, 
with many plays there is – quite deliberately – never any illusion that the play is real. What is interesting 
about ‘Art’ is that so much of it seems so realistic. The writer, Yasmina Reza, has clearly chosen to give her 
characters monologues for a reason. At times, this reason is more obvious, such as when the characters 
are expressing their inner thoughts and feelings. At other times, the monologues seem to serve a more 
narrative role, filling in the gaps in the story. Arguably, though, these could have been written as dialogue:  
at the beginning, for example, she could very easily have written a scene communicating the information 
that Marc gives us. Similarly, at the end, Reza could have written a scene between Marc and Serge 
discussing whether Marc knew the felt-tip would rub off. It is interesting to consider why she didn’t do  
this, and what impact the choice has on the audience.
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COMEDY OR 
TRAGEDY?
Audiences in Britain have, on the whole, found ‘Art’ extremely funny, and obviously the casting of so many 
well-known comedians would suggest that this is the aim, but is the play really a comedy? Apparently, 
audiences in France ‘hadn’t laughed nearly as much’6.

Reza herself sees her plays as tragedies and is distressed that audiences don’t seem to see them as such. 
She describes them as ‘funny tragedy, but they are tragedy’7. When she received the Evening Standard 
Award for Best Comedy, Reza said in her speech that it was ‘intriguing to win the prize for best comedy 
…as I thought I was writing a tragedy.’8   

As ‘Art’ had been translated from the original French (by Christopher Hampton), Reza apparently felt that 
this was, perhaps, where some of the blame lay, demanding of Hampton after the premiere of the play in 
London in 1996, ‘half-amused, half-furious: ‘what have you done?’9. It seems that, perhaps, some of the 
‘misunderstanding’ could be to do with the difference between British and French culture. Certainly, Rufus 
Sewell, who plays Serge in this revival of ‘Art’ at The Old Vic, sees the play as ‘slightly French’ because 
of how philosophical it is – in its discussion of art and even philosophy itself. Sewell comments that ‘with 
English people, there’s a tendency when you’re steering towards serious discourse to try to pepper it with 
as much humour as possible so people don’t think you’re a w*****’10 – in other words, British people find it 
harder to have a serious discussion without feeling like they are being – or looking – pretentious. There is a 
fear of being seen to take yourself too seriously which perhaps means that some of the detailed discussions 
in ‘Art' are difficult to digest without some humour'. In France, however, according to David Lister, writer 
of the article ‘Yasmina Reza: Please stop laughing at me’, ‘amusement is regarded almost as badly as 
commercial success’. In other words, if your writing does well and earns you money, it means that your 
work lacks integrity; and if its funny, its just as bad. In his article, David Lister goes as far as to say ‘Art’ is 
‘an un-English piece of theatre by the first French playwright to have a regular home in the West End since 
Jean Anouilh in the Fifties’. While this is obviously a generalisation about the difference between British and 
French attitudes and culture, it is useful as a starting point in considering the genre of ‘Art’,  
and what might be comedic and what might be tragic about it.

In an interview with Stephen Armstrong for The Sunday Times Culture Section, the director Matthew 
Warchus and the current cast discussed this issue of comedy. Warchus obviously feels strongly that he 
wants ‘audiences to feel [‘Art’] is a sad farce of a tragic comedy’, and was disappointed previously when  
‘people thought it was simply a comedy’11. Tim Key, who plays Yvan in The Old Vic’s revival, had talked with 
a past cast member about the comic element of the play who suggested that he had ‘never got a handle on 
where the laughs would come’ – this would suggest that the play is not, in fact, a straightforward comedy. 

The style of acting employed in a production might differ depending on whether it is being played for comic 
or tragic effect, though not necessarily – sometimes things are funnier if the actors play it ‘straight’ rather 
than playing it for laughs, and sometimes things are actually more painful to watch if they’re being played  
for comedic effect. Interestingly, in the interview discussed above, Rufus Sewell revealed that they were  
‘not rehearsing to expect laughs at any particular point. We could play to a house of people who just found 
it really worrying’. This suggests that the production itself is, perhaps, more open to interpretation by the 
audience, and certainly that the tragic aspects of the play are being taken into account. 

6   ‘Yasmina Reza: “Please stop laughing at me”’, by Agnes Poirier, The Independent, March 16th 2008,  
http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/theatre-dance/features/yasmina-reza-please-stop-laughing-at-me-795570.html
7 ‘Yasmina Reza: “Please stop laughing at me”’ by Agnes Poirier, as above
8 ‘A Play for three, a cast of thousands’, by David Lister, The Independent, July 9th 1999
9 ‘Yasmina Reza: “Please stop laughing at me” by Agnes Poirier, as above
10 Interview by Stephen Armstrong in Sunday Times ‘Culture’, November 27th 2016
11 Quoted in interview with Stephen Armstrong in The Times ‘Culture’, 27th November 2016
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POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

Do you think ‘Art’ is a comedy or a tragedy? Why? Could there be elements of both? If so, which bits are 
comic and which bits are tragic?

As an actor, how do you think your style of acting might change according to whether you are playing 
something for comic or tragic effect?

EXERCISE

Take a scene from ‘Art’ and experiment with different acting styles. Try playing it purely as a comedy,  
then playing it ‘straight’. Watch each other’s work. What effect do these different styles have? Which do you 
think is more effective/appropriate?

Pick two moments from the play that could be seen as comic, and two moments from the play that could  
be seen as tragic. How/why can they be seen in this light?

Left to right:

Paul Ritter, Rufus Sewell
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THEMES

The themes of a play are the ideas and issues that are embedded in the text, that arise from the plot or 
action of the play. Often, they are not explicit or obvious, but more subtle. This section gives an overview of 
some of the themes in ‘Art’ and how they manifest themselves in the play.

FRIENDSHIP

This is perhaps the most obvious theme in the play, which raises complicated questions about who we are 
friends with and why, what our friendships are based on, and whether we can remain friends with someone 
who has completely different tastes and ideas to us.

Serge and Marc have been friends for fifteen years. The purchase of a painting that Serge likes and Marc 
does not like appears to throw into question why they were friends in the first place. But can friends not 
agree to disagree? Or are our friends simply people we agree with – or who agree with us? Or even simply 
people who we know like and admire us so we feel safe in the knowledge we have meant something to 
someone?

Marc is apparently offended by Serge’s purchase and by what it seems to say about Serge’s character,  
but it becomes clear that he has been privately critical of Serge for some time. Serge has also been 
privately critical of Marc. So why are they friends? Later in the play it becomes apparent that Marc feels  
that he once had some control and influence over Serge, and is distressed that Serge no longer goes along 
with his way of thinking. Again, this calls into question what the basis of the friendship really is, and what 
friendship is in a wider sense. It at least suggests that their friendship has been partly based on Marc’s 
enjoyment of Serge’s regard for him – rather than his regard for Serge.

There are several dynamics at work in the play because, as well as Marc and Serge’s friendship, there is 
also Marc and Yvan’s friendship, Serge and Yvan’s friendship, as well as the group dynamic between all 
three men. Both Serge and Marc seem initially to rely on Yvan to be on their side, suggesting, perhaps, 
that their regard for Yvan is not so much about his character as about their ability to influence him, or have 
power over him in some way. Yvan seems able to side with both men individually and in private, suggesting 
that he is afraid revealing his true feelings might damage his friendship. Again this calls into question 
whether friendship is (or can be) simply about agreeing with people.

MALE FRIENDSHIP

Of course ‘Art’ specifically examines male friendship rather than female or mixed-sex friendship, which is 
quite unusual. Some might assume that male friendship does not become so fraught – Christopher Hart,  
in his review, in The Sunday Times Culture Section, of The Old Vic’s current production, finds it strange.  
He says that he found ‘the depiction of male friendship here was implausible and overwrought’12, 
suggesting it is unbelievable because men do not get so emotional with each other. He suggests that  
men do not discuss their emotions, or have ‘great tantrums and fits of the vapours about it’, going as  
far as to say that ‘the thing about male friendship is that it’s so blissfully uncomplicated, simple-minded  
and cheerful’. 

This seems a massive generalisation, but it is quite interesting to consider the play from the point of view  
of gender, particularly as there has been lots in the media about the male experience, from Grayson Perry’s 
All Man on Channel 4 which has explored modern masculinity; to raising awareness about depression in 
men, including campaigns by charities like C.A.L.M13.  

12 ‘The beat this Art skipped’, by Christopher Hart, Sunday Times Culture Section, 1st January 2017
13  Campaign Against Living Miserably, a charity dedicated to preventing male suicide
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Reza’s characters are very open about their emotions in the play, but there is a sense that this is an outburst 
of feelings and resentments that have been building up dangerously – it is not an ordinary conversation but 
a crisis. It’s also interesting to consider what is going on for the three men individually – Marc is taking pills 
for anxiety, albeit homeopathic ones; Serge has just gone through a divorce; and Yvan – amongst other 
things – is getting married to someone he is clearly ambivalent about, and working in a job that does not 
inspire him. All of these may have some bearing on how the three men treat their friendship. Perhaps Yvan 
is the most honest about his actual need for this friendship, as if he is reliant on it.

TOLERANCE/CONFLICT

The director of ‘Art’, Matthew Warchus, has said that, in some respects the play is about ‘the way people 
argue’. It explores whether we can be friends with people who hold radically different views to us and,  
more broadly, whether conflicting beliefs, attitudes and values can co-exist in the world. 

This issue of conflict is obviously seen primarily in the crisis Serge and Marc’s friendship is thrown into 
by the disagreement over the painting. The play also explores whether their friendship can survive the 
presence of conflicting views – in other words can Marc and Serge tolerate each other’s views –  
or whether it is necessarily destroyed by them.

Interestingly, both men strongly criticise Yvan for not having a clear opinion either way. Ironically, this 
would suggest that both men respect strong opinions. In his review in The Sunday Times Culture Section, 
Christopher Hart suggests that ‘we argue because stuff matters, and because we’re still very much alive’. 
Perhaps this is what explains such high emotions over the purchase of a painting?

LIES AND HONESTY

This is closely linked to the theme of friendship in that the play explores whether honesty can, in some 
cases, be detrimental to a friendship. Marc is bluntly honest with Serge about the painting at the beginning 
of the play. If he hadn’t been, perhaps the friendship would have been saved. However, this links back to the 
question of whether we expect our friends to agree with us. Obviously Marc could have been more gentle 
and still been honest about the painting, but there is a sense that this would not have made a difference to 
the tension that arises because of the disagreement.

At the end of the play, Serge supposedly proves how important his friendship with Marc is with a gesture 
that is completely false: he invites Marc to draw on his painting to show that the friendship is more 
important, but fully in the knowledge that the ink is washable. In his closing monologue Serge tells us 
that he decided not to tell Marc that he knew this. So the reconciliation – and potential future friendship 
– between the two men is based on a lie. It leaves us to reflect on what the point of such a friendship is, 
particularly as Serge knows that Marc has gone ahead with defacing the painting fully expecting it to be 
permanent. Serge has made an empty gesture simply to appease Marc rather than actually commit to 
reconciling their differences. At the same time, Marc has, as far as he knows, willingly defaced the painting 
permanently, and Serge seems prepared to accept this and brush it under the carpet in order to allow 
their friendship the possibility of continuing. Again, this makes us question the basis of their friendship 
– is it simply too frightening a prospect to lose a friendship of fifteen years, or is there something worth 
salvaging?

NOTHINGNESS

This theme is much less obvious than the theme of friendship, but it is important. The painting that Serge 
has brought is, ostensibly, white. Even taking into account differing opinions about the merits of such a 
painting (and whether there are, in fact, other colours to be seen within the white), there is no escaping the 
fact that it is a stark painting without any clear picture or ‘story’. It fits into what Rufus Sewell describes as 
Serge’s ‘monastic apartment’14, meaning that it is very minimalist and stark – stylish and modern, perhaps, 
but without much warmth or comfort to it. Coupled with the fact that Serge is coping with the aftermath of 
a divorce that he has clearly found very difficult and painful, this could perhaps suggest something of the 
emptiness of his new life – whether this is something he has actively chosen or has had forced upon him.

14 Quoted in ‘Whose side are you on?’, interview by Stephen Armstrong in The Sunday Times Culture Section, November 27th 2016
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All three men seem terrified of the ‘nothingness’ that might exist without their friendship – all three cling 
onto it despite the obvious rifts and underlying disrespect each seems to have for the other. As discussed 
above, Serge is even prepared to overlook the fact that Marc at least intended to ruin his painting; and lie  
to his friend to salvage the situation. As we have seen, the men are clinging onto other things as well. 

Obviously the characters do not express their fear of ‘nothingness’ explicitly, and may not recognise it 
as such, but Reza invokes these ideas subtly by weaving little clues into the writing - the white painting, 
Serge’s apartment, and, most obviously, perhaps, Marc’s speech right at the end of the play, which finishes 
with him saying that the painting ‘represents a man who moves across a space and disappears’   
(‘Art’, Faber and Faber page 63).

We do not know for sure what Marc means by this speech. It is very different in style from anything else 
that has been said in the play. However, one interpretation could be that, given that Marc has been allowed 
by Serge to draw a stick man on the painting, as ‘proof’ of his importance to Serge; and given that this 
has now been washed away, it may hold a clue to Marc’s beliefs about friendship. Perhaps Marc feels that 
Serge’s apparent respect for him proved that he (Marc) was not nothing? Whichever way we look at that 
final speech, it certainly seems to be saying something about emptiness (or nothingness), a need to see 
that space filled, and what happens when the thing that filled the space disappears. 

MORTALITY AND AGEING

This theme is also a very subtle thread in the play, and closely linked to the theme of ‘nothingness’. Matthew 
Warchus has suggested that the play is partly about ‘that midlife crisis where you’re at a point where you 
have one last chance to reinvent yourself before you accept that everything is dying’15. Yvan seems to 
be similarly clutching at a chance to reinvent himself by marrying someone he doesn’t seem particularly 
interested in, which has also led to a job which does not seem to inspire him. He seems desperate, and 
this may account for the hysteria with which he reacts to the possible break-up of the friendship – it is 
something he can hold onto, that has meaning for him, even if it appears to hold no real merit.

15 Quoted in ‘Whose side are you on?’ by Stephen Armstrong, The Sunday Times Culture Section, November 27th, 2016 

Paul Ritter Tim Key
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MODERN ART

‘ART’ IN CONTEXT

Many playwrights have, in fact, written plays of quietness and subtlety, including Harold Pinter, Anton Chekhov 
and Samuel Beckett – and Reza’s work has often been compared to the work of these writers. It is a relatively 
modern idea to write in this way, as much of the Nineteenth Century was dominated by very narrative work, with 
recognisable structural devices that the audience simply expected to see, such as exposition in which the events of 
the play or the feelings of the character would be explicitly stated within the dialogue so that there was no question 
of what was happening, or dénouement where the action has a clear climactic moment that resolves everything,  
or ties everything up neatly. 

As early as 1896, however, Chekhov’s play The Seagull, shocked audiences with a new form that dispensed with 
these conventions. He stripped away external events so that all dramatic moments are either reported or happen 
offstage – including the suicide of one of the characters at the end of the play which is barely whispered before the 
play ends; focused on the – at times apparently mundane – detail of his characters’ conversations and behaviour; 
and ended the play without any apparent resolution. The academic Dan Rebellato writes that Chekhov was ‘waving 
goodbye to a nineteenth-century narrative tradition and embracing stasis, mood, and modernism’. The idea of ‘stasis 
and mood’ is not something embraced for the sake of doing something different, but an attempt to find a form that 
more truly reflects life which can often seem mundane and ordinary – its not that that the events that happen in other 
plays are not realistic, just that in a play they are necessarily more compressed than they would mostly be in real life.

EXERCISE

Compare an extract from ‘Art’ with extracts from plays by Pinter (such as No Man’s Land or Old Times), 
Beckett (such as Waiting for Godot) and Chekhov (such as The Seagull). Discuss. What are the similarities 
and differences?

In small groups, have a go at staging a section of each extract. What are the demands on you as actors?  
Do you think it affects the acting style you use? Are there several different styles you could use that produce 
different effects? 
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PERFORMANCE HISTORY OF ‘ART’

This production of ‘Art’ at the Old Vic is a revival, meaning that the play is not new and has been staged previously. 
However, ‘Art’ has a particularly interesting and successful history, in that, as a new play, it became somewhat iconic 
in production and ended up running for eight years in the West End. Whilst we are accustomed to musicals having 
long runs, this is perhaps less usual for a play. Also, this particular revival reunites the original creative team behind 
that first London production, with Matthew Warchus directing, Mark Thompson as designer, Hugh Vanstone as 
Lighting Designer, Mic Pool as Sound Designer, and Gary Yershon as composer.

‘Art’ was written by Yasmina Reza, a French playwright, and first opened in Paris in 1994. Soon after it opened,  
Reza received a phone call from Micheline Connery, the French wife of actor Sean Connery. Connery had seen 
the play in Paris and loved it. She wanted to buy the film rights and make the play into a film. However, Reza 
refused. What she wanted was to put the play on in London. Connery agreed to buy the stage rights instead, and 
produce the play in London, alongside David Pugh. The play was translated from French by the writer and translator 
Christopher Hampton.

Thus, two years after it had opened in Paris, ‘Art’ opened in London’s West End with a stella cast – Albert Finney, 
Tom Courtenay and Ken Stott. Such was the popularity of the play with audiences, that its success continued with 
regular changes of casts of well-known actors, and the production received numerous awards. The changing casts 
of ‘Art’ included both actors and stand-up comedians, including Jack Dee, Sean Hughes and Frank Skinner.

From February 1998 to August 1999, ‘Art’ was also produced on Broadway in New York City, again by Connery and 
Pugh. Here, it won a Tony Award for Best Play, and the actor Alfred Molina won the Tony Award for Best Actor in a 
Play, for his portrayal of Yvan. ‘Art’ has been translated into 35 languages.

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

Why do you think the roles in ‘Art’ are suited to both actors and stand-up comedians? What different skills do 
you think actors and comedians might have?
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‘ART’  
AT THE OLD VIC

THE PLAYWRIGHT – YASMINA REZA

Yasmina Reza was born in France in 1960. Interestingly, 
given that her plays are so popular with actors, Reza herself 
actually started out as an actress, studying at the University 
of Nanterre in France, and then the famous Jacques Lecoq 
theatre school in Paris. 

It was her desire to be more in control of her own creative 
work that led her to writing, as she became frustrated as an 
actress having to wait to be offered work. In 1987, aged 27, 
she wrote her first play, Conversations After a Burial, which 
explored middle class sibling rivalry. The play won an award 
and reviews described it as ‘Chekhovian’16. However, it was 
‘Art’ that really made Reza famous as a writer, attracting the 
attention of Micheline Connery, Sean Connery’s wife, and 
enjoying success all over the world, in 35 different languages.

Reza’s next play, after ‘Art’, was Life x 3, in 2000. The play  
is about a dinner party continually interrupted by the  
child of the hosts, and is, as the title suggests, replayed 
three times. As you can tell, even from this brief description 
of its action, Life x 3 is similar to ‘Art’ in that it takes a ‘small’ 
domestic drama in order to zoom in on the details of human 
behaviour. Interestingly, God of Carnage, written in 2008, also 
has children at its heart: one child hits another child in the playground, and the two sets of parents meet to discuss. 
Echoing Matthew Warchus’ words that ‘all Yasmina’s plays have a simple provocation of some kind, and relatable, 
average people dealing with that provocation’, Agnes Poiroir of The Independent, describes how ‘ the premise  
[of God of Carnage] is simple’. It is not hard to see how this could be a catalyst for all kinds of recriminations, 
attacks and defence, in the same way as Serge’s purchase of the painting is in ‘Art’. 

Despite the apparently domestic focus of Reza’s plays - in other words, the choice to focus on the kind of everyday 
dramas experienced by normal people – her plays can be seen to have a wider, more political resonance. In an 
article on Reza and her play God of Carnage, Alice Jones describes how, ‘as usual [in Yasmina Reza’s plays], there 
are larger themes lurking beneath the immaculate soft furnishings and barbed chitchat, but this time round the view 
of humanity is particularly bleak… and futile, as fruitless demands for an apology bring to mind the messy aftermath 
of the war in Iraq and the stalemate in the Middle East’17. In other words, even if its set in someone’s front room and 
the conversation seems every day, underneath this something else is happening: the behaviours and attitudes of 
the characters in her play might be masked – and on a miniature scale – but they echo those of the big battles and 
wars of the wider world. In light of the above comments about God of Carnage, it is interesting to consider what 
the director of ‘Art’, Matthew Warchus, has said about the issues being explored in this play. In the interview with 
Stephen Armstrong in The Sunday Times, he discusses the idea that ‘Art’ is partly about ‘the way people argue’18. 
Warchus suggests that this is particularly relevant to today because of what has happened with the elections in 
America; and with Brexit in the UK: whereas once it seemed that different ideas and opinions could exist side by 
side within a democracy, this now seems less possible.
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16 Yasmina Reza, quoted in ‘Yasmina Reza on writing a play that can rival Art’, by Alice Jones, The Independent, 21st March 2008, http://www.independent.co.uk/
arts-entertainment/theatre-dance/features/yasmina-reza-on-writing-a-play-that-can-rival-lsquoartrsquo-798608.html “Chekhovian” refers to the writer Anton 
Chekhov, who’s work Reza’s has been compared to.  For more information see the section ‘Art in Context’
17 From ‘Yasmina Reza on writing a play that can rival Art’, by Alice Jones, as above
18 Interview by Stephen Armstrong in Sunday Times ‘Culture’, November 27th 2016
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Reza’s ability to write about big political conflicts by writing about personal conflicts can be compared to a writer 
Reza has sometimes been associated with, Harold Pinter. Pinter did not write many plays that were overtly political. 
However, all of his plays explore the way people treat one another, particularly with regards to power, and it is not 
difficult to see how this is reflected in the wider world around us.

As well as being a playwright, Yasmina Reza is also a novelist and biographer. In 2007, she was granted permission 
to write about French President Nicolas Sarkozy, ‘gaining exclusive access to shadow him for the duration of his 
presidential campaign’19. Given Reza’s interest in the ordinary and everyday, it is striking that the finished biography, 
Dawn, Dusk or Night, contains a mixture of both little everyday details about the President, such as his love of 
expensive watches, or his sweet tooth, as well as the kind of more political details you might expect, such as about 
‘meetings with everyone from Tony Blair to Barack Obama’20. This mix of personal and political, the everyday and  
the big affairs of state, reflect something of how Reza’s plays work and perhaps give us a little more insight into  
what she is doing.

Reza herself commented that ‘during the time I was very close to him [Sarkozy] and looking at him with my pen  
and cahier, he was mine. I took from him what I wanted and I was the master of him. He was my Sarkozy’. It is  
quite a strange comment, but it does hint at the kind of microscopic detail Reza likes to write about, and links back 
to ‘Art’: as well as its simple premise of the purchase of a painting, the play contains little human details such as  
Marc popping homeopathic pills, Yvan looking for the lid of a felt-tip pen, and the three men eating olives.

Reza’s most recent play was Bella Figura, performed in Berlin in 2015, at the famous Shaubhune theatre in Berlin.

POINT FOR DISCUSSION

Take the premise – or provocation – of one of Yasmina Reza’s other plays as a starting point – e.g., two sets  
of parents meeting to discuss a fight between their two children, or a dinner party interrupted by a spoilt child.  
In small groups, improvise a scene or scenes using this as a starting point. What happens? What kind of 
issues and tensions arise? Are there common themes between the different groups? NB you do not need  
to have read the plays to do this exercise.

19 'Yasmina Reza on writing a play that can rival Art’, by Alice Jones, The Independent, 21st March 2008, http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/
theatre-dance/features/yasmina-reza-on-writing-a-play-that-can-rival-lsquoartrsquo-798608.html
20 From ‘Yasmina Reza on writing a play that can rival Art’, as above
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THE TRANSLATOR – CHRISTOPHER HAMPTON

‘Art’ was originally written in French, and was translated into English by Christopher Hampton. In addition to being a 
translator, Hampton is a playwright in his own right, as well as a screenwriter and film director. His work is incredibly 
diverse and wide-ranging.

Christopher Hampton wrote his first play, When Did You Last See My Mother?, aged only 18. Several years later, 
in 1966, having sent it to the famous agent Peggy Ramsay, the play was picked up by the Royal Court Theatre in 
London, and, a month later, transferred to the Comedy Theatre in London’s West End, making Hampton  
‘the youngest playwright in the modern era to have a production in the West End’21. 

From these illustrious beginnings, Hampton went on to numerous successes, including the plays Total Eclipse,  
a dramatisation of the relationship between the French poets Rimbaud and Verlaine; The Philanthropist, and Tales 
From Hollywood. His best known play is probably Les Liaisons Dangereuses, first performed in 1985, which won 
numerous awards. The play was then adapted by Hampton into a screenplay for the 1988 film version, starring 
Glenn Close, John Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer. 

Hampton was originally a languages student at Oxford, which, combined with his skills as a dramatist, have made 
him a successful translator. Translating plays from another language is not only about knowing the vocabulary of  
the language you are translating from, but being able to write sensitively enough to communicate the true feel and 
mood of the original. It is easy to overlook the role of translator, but, actually, their role is complex and much more  
like a writer – or, as Hampton puts it, more like a director – than you might imagine. Hampton says that ‘it is healthy 
for writers to do what he calls ‘these exercises’, conveying as accurately as possible the feeling of the original’.  
He describes how, as a translator, ‘You’re making an enormous number of very small decisions in every line of the 
play. In a way, translating a play is more akin to directing it. You are constantly asking, ‘What is the best way to 
present this play?’ With your own stuff, it is a completely different ball game’22.  

One article goes as far as to describe the task of translating as an ‘intervention’, something that suggests a 
significant – and necessarily forceful – role in the creation of the work in another language. Hampton talks of 
how, when translating Yasmina Reza’s work, ‘you have to defend your choices’. This is not a criticism, but a good 
indication of how the relationship between writer and translator works. Hampton says this is because Reza’s ‘use 
of language is often unusual and quite surprising’. He compares this to another French playwright whose work he 
has translated, describing this writer’s language as ‘quite simple’. The comparison of the two writers highlights the 
sensitivity necessary to be successful with this work.

Hampton has translated work by Ibsen and Chekhov, as well as Moliere, Von Horvath, Graham Greene and  
Anita Brookner.

‘ART’  
AT THE OLD VIC

21 ‘Worlds of his own’, The Guardian Profile: Christopher Hampton, by John O’Mahony, 21st April 2001,  
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2001/apr/21/stage.film
22 ‘Christopher Hampton: for as long as I can remember, all I wanted was to be a writer’, The Stage, by Nick Smurthwaite, 8th July 2016,  
https://www.thestage.co.uk/features/interviews/2016/christopher-hampton-for-as-long-as-i-can-remember-all-i-wanted-was-to-be-a-writer/
23 ‘Christopher Hampton: for as long as I can remember, all I wanted was to be a writer’, as above
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‘ART’ 
AT THE OLD VIC
THE DIRECTOR–
MATTHEW WARCHUS

Matthew Warchus is the Artistic Director of The Old 
Vic, taking over the role from actor Kevin Spacey in 
2015. 

He is an award-winning director of theatre, opera 
and fi lm, working for twenty-fi ve years as a freelance 
director before taking up the prestigious role at The 
Old Vic. His numerous successes include Matilda the 
Musical, the recent Groundhog Day at The Old Vic, 
which opens on Broadway (New York City) in 2017 
and, of course, ‘Art’, with which he made his name.

One of the most exciting things about Warchus is his 
diverse range of tastes: since taking over The Old 
Vic, serious classic plays such as Shakespeare’s King 
Lear and Harold Pinter’s The Caretaker, are rubbing 
shoulders with musicals like Groundhog Day and 
adaptations like that of Dr Seuss’ The Lorax, as well 
as variety nights featuring comedy, music and magic. 
Warchus is keen to make the programme at The Old 
Vic accessible and appealing to all.
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THE REHERSAL 
PROCESS
So what were rehearsals like for ‘Art’? Associate Director Ellie Jones provided a good insight into the process.

THE TRANSLATION 
Many (though not all) directors start the rehearsal process with a read-through of the play. Often, particularly if  
the play is new (or a new version or translation of a classic text), there might be a lot of discussion about the text, 
and changes might be made - through discussion with the playwright or translator – then, and throughout the 
rehearsal process.

In the case of this production of ‘Art’ at The Old Vic, there was not one but three versions of the script in the 
room: the American script, the English script and the French script. The English and American versions had been 
translated from the original French by Christopher Hampton for the original runs of ‘Art’ in London and New York 
respectively, and he joined the team on the first day for the read-through. Together, he, the actors and the rest of the 
creative team, went through the American text (which was the most recent version), and discussed any words or 
lines that might need changing, or any references that might need updating. A very simple example is that, because 
the play is set in Paris, the cost of the painting was originally expressed in the French currency of the time, Francs. 
As the currency in France is now the Euro, this reference needed changing. 

More nuanced adjustments were made to the text throughout the process based on the complexities of translating 
one language into another – a good translation is never just a literal translation word-for-word, but one which 
captures the feel and tone of the original writing. As Associate Director, Ellie had an ongoing dialogue with 
Christopher Hampton throughout the process, via email. 

GETTING THE PLAY ON ITS FEET 
All directors work differently and, depending on the director’s approach, there might be a long period at the 
beginning of rehearsals when work is being done purely through discussion of the text and its meaning. This is 
sometimes referred to as round-the-table analysis.

However, with ‘Art’, Matthew got the actors on their feet with the text on day one. This is something actors are 
sometimes a bit wary of, as it can feel very exposing to be ‘properly acting’ the text so quickly rather than discussing 
it in more detail first. However, there are lots of advantages to a more active approach, as, of course, it taps into a 
different set of responses – rather than intellectualising decisions (in other words, thinking too hard about them), 
for example, the actors are working more instinctively and using this as an impetus both for how to deliver their lines 
vocally and whether and where to move.

Matthew allowed a degree of freedom about when the actors had to know all their lines by. Again, different directors 
have different ideas about this, and different reasons for these ideas – some stipulate that the cast must come to  
the first rehearsal having learnt all their lines, so that the actors are free to focus on their intentions and staging;  
and others favour a more organic approach, allowing the actors to learn their lines as they go. Given the choice,  
all three members of this cast of ‘Art’ took different approaches: Tim Key, who plays Yvan, came to rehearsals 
knowing a lot of his lines; Paul Ritter, who plays Marc, learnt his lines by the end of the first week of rehearsals; 
whilst Rufus Sewell, who plays Serge, preferred to know his motivation for each line before he learnt them –  
in other words, knowing why he was saying each line helped him learn them. 

BLOCKING AND DIRECTION 
Because ‘Art’ has been performed so many times – albeit with different actors - with the guidance of this same 
creative team, it in some ways makes the rehearsal process slightly more complex. Usually a rehearsal process 
is a period of discovery for both the actors and director – obviously the director comes to the rehearsals with a 
strong idea of what the play is about and some sense of what the production is going to look and feel like, but this 
is something that will usually evolve during rehearsals. However, Ellie explained how, from the point of view of the 
director and the rest of the creative team on ‘Art’, there are, perhaps, less discoveries to be made. And yet, it is still 
important for actors coming to the play for the first time to be able to discover the play for themselves: if the director 
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was simply to tell them what their characters think and feel, what their lines mean, how to say them and when to 
move, it would make for a very wooden, very unrealistic performance. 

Ellie explained how there were certain moments of blocking which had been refined over the years of the original run 
of ‘Art’ – and worked well – that they knew they wanted to retain in this revival. For example, there are three points 
in the production where different combinations of the two men sit on the table together. This had been in the show 
since it first started and, Ellie explained, suggested the intimacy of the men’s friendship even when irritated with  
each other. 

In rehearsals, the Deputy Stage Manager (DSM) makes a note of all the blocking, so, in theory, it is possible to 
completely reproduce a production. Matthew and Ellie ensured that the actors knew that the blocking from both  
the UK and US productions was being taken into account, but that there was a freedom with this – in other words, 
the actors were still allowed to have a say in the blocking, but there were certain moments, as mentioned above that 
were more fixed. Even those moments that were fixed, it was important that Matthew helped the actors find these for 
themselves, rather than simply imposing a particular move or position onstage on them.

PLAYING COMEDY AND TRAGEDY 
Ellie explained how a lot of work on this play actually happened during previews – the first few performances of the 
play once it has opened to audiences. This is because the presence of an audience can obviously tell the actors and 
director a lot about how the production is perceived.

One of the most important points for Matthew was that the play not be perceived purely as a comedy, that the tragic 
element of the destruction of the friendship came through. Ellie explained how, if an audience laughs all the way 
through the play, it is an indication that they are not upset by the breakdown of the friendship; and that, probably, 
this is because, in performance, it has not been clear enough why the three men had been friends in the first place. 
Ellie mentioned, in particular, Marc’s speech, which closes the play. She described how ‘if the audience are with us, 
not many people laugh’ at this speech.

This issue of the tragedy of the play was obviously taken into account during rehearsals. Ellie explained how, right  
at the beginning of the play, in order to establish that there is a strong friendship initially between Serge and Marc,  
the actors have to play against certain aspects of the text. For example, many of Serge’s lines could be interpreted to 
be extremely pretentious, but, arguably, for the scene to have the required impact, Serge needs to sound much more 
genuine about his reasons for buying – and loving – the painting. Similarly, Marc cannot simply sound critical and 
unpleasant – we have to pick up on his sense of vulnerability and anxiety. Ellie also pointed out that Marc is ‘sort of 
impressed by [Serge’s] craziness’ and that ‘it is important to play that’.
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TIME LINE 
It is often really helpful for actors to have a clear sense of the chronology – or order – of events in a play, including 
those that are not seen onstage. In rehearsals, a time line of the events of ‘Art’ was created, indicating the time span 
within which everything happened. Ellie explained this as follows:

 — Saturday  Serge buys the painting

 — Monday  Marc visits Serge to see the painting

 — Tuesday  Marc visits Yvan to discuss what has happened

 — Wednesday  Yvan visits Serge

 — Thursday or Friday  Yvan visits Marc

 — Friday or Monday  the men meet, supposedly to go to dinner and see a film

 — Yvan’s wedding takes place the following Wednesday.

This placing of events in a time scale helps the actors imagine a real context for their characters which, in turn, 
means they are able to play their characters more realistically. These ‘facts’ are sometimes referred to as Given 
Circumstances24 and also, of course, have an influence on how the scenes are played – for example, if Marc visits 
Serge on a Monday, it is presumably the evening, and he has presumably come straight from work. This is going  
to have a different impact on the scene than if it was later on the Saturday, when Serge has just got back with  
the painting. 

The timeline also indicates something about the pace of events which, in the case of ‘Art’, is very swift, thus making 
the action all the more heightened and intense. The speed at which the situation snowballs and the friendship 
disintegrates is really important, and will, again, inevitably impact on how the actors play their parts. 

EXERCISES

Take a short extract from the beginning of one of the play’s scenes and experiment with changing the  
Given Circumstances. What effect does this have on how you play the scene?

24 This is a term coined by Stanislavsky to describe any ‘factual’ information given in the play – or decided on by the company – about characters or events

EXERCISES

Re-read the play. Write down any lines that suggest that Marc and Serge are not simply being horrible to each 
other – in other words that proves that they once had a genuine friendship. Discuss your findings. How easy or 
difficult is it to find these ‘clues’?

In pairs, try the first scene between Serge and Marc. First, try it playing it as if the two men simply despise each 
other. Then try it again, as Ellie suggests, playing against this idea, with Serge genuinely passionate about the 
painting, and Marc genuinely anxious and impressed by his friend. Watch each other’s work and discuss. How 
do the two versions differ in mood? Which works better to convey the quality of the men’s friendship?
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INTERVIEW
WITH TIM KEY, WHO PLAYS YVAN IN THIS PRODUCTION OF ‘ART’

As an actor, what’s the most exciting thing for you 
about ‘Art’? 
I guess they do say it’s good to do things that are scary 
and challenging and frightening and ‘Art’ definitely is 
that, for me anyway. There’s a pressure because the 
writing’s so good so you want to make sure you’re 
delivering it right. And there’s a pressure because there’s 
an enormous monologue which falls to Ivan to deliver. So 
all these things make it difficult and then when you feel it 
all working there’s definitely excitement mixed in with the 
relief. 

What has the rehearsal process been like? 
Interesting. It’s such a great play on the page so it’s 
interesting working it through in a rehearsal room.  
Seeing things emerge you hadn’t seen whilst reading 
it. I hadn’t expected it to become so brutal. It felt brutal 
reading it but not this brutal! But as we rehearsed it,  
it became more and more grim. And not a lot of laughter.  
It wasn’t until we did it in front of an audience that it 
started to transform into a comedy. Or at least comedy 
started to infiltrate the tragedy.

What are the particular challenges of your role/
this play? 
The monologue’s a handful. Manoeuvring from feeling 
terror at the prospect to exhilaration has been an 
interesting process. A challenge.

Can you tell me a bit about your character,  
and the process of discovering this? 
I’ve found Yvan become more upset with his lot as the 
run has gone on. There’s a lot of stuff misfiring in his life 
and a lot of stuff that’s falling apart in the weeks where we 
find him. And during the play lots of things come tumbling 
down. Now I feel I’m playing him a little more desolate.  
He still tries to remain optimistic, he still manages to jerk 
his way out of bleakness for the odd moment, but really 
he’s in a world of trouble. Not very nice.

Can you describe a moment in the play that 
has particularly evolved/developed for you over 
the rehearsal period and how it has evolved/
developed? 
Weirdly it’s the opening three or four scenes that are 
subtly shifting right now, the ones before things really kick 
off. But they’re important in establishing the friendships 
that will later be demolished so they’re crucial to get right. 
And I think we’re increasingly making them warmer, and 
there are little moments of joy and brightness in the first 
twenty minutes of the play that are very useful. I’m enjoying 
these moments with Rufus and Paul, before the whole 
thing falls completely and utterly apart... 

 

Tim Key


